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Where do I come from ?
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You can find us on FaceBook..

'Transformation of illness'

Before 1922

no insulin

1922‐1970

insulin available
life expectancy 
but: vascular complications
before insulin

1970‐1990

knowledge on pathophysiology
microalbuminuria predictive
introduction HbA1c measurement
self‐monitoring blood glucose

After 1990

multifactorial treatment
large studies like DCCT, UKPDS
risk factor evaluation, prevention
self‐management central in care

after start insulin
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Carrie Ellen Gowing, 1886‐1907

http://www.mtholyoke.edu/~dalbino/letters/carrie.html

Letter from Elliott Joslin
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Then someting goes terribly wrong

Natural history of the immunopathogenesis of T1DM

Roep BO, Tree TIM. Nat Rev Endocrinol 2014; 10: 229‐42
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Imbalances between immune regulation and
autoimmunity

Roep BO, Tree TIM. Nat Rev Endocrinol 2014; 10: 229‐42

Incidence on the rise ....
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Antibodies predict type 1 diabetes, but ........

Early detection difficult, like …..
finding a needle in a haystack
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FIN:36,6
Sardinië
NL:14,3

JPN: 2,6

Which theory may explain the high type 1 diabetes
prevalence on the island Sardinia?
genetic
background
Malaria
Plague
Other serious
infections

Death
low TNF activity
high TNF activity
Survival
Higher chance of
getting auto‐immune disease
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MIDIA (Norwegian acronym for “Environmental Triggers of Type 1 Diabetes”)
study recruited newborns from Norwegian general population 2001–2007.

vs.

Lund‐Blix et al. Diabetes Care 2015;38:257–263

Lund‐Blix et al. Diabetes Care 2015;38:257–263
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Risk of type 1 diabetes (A) and islet autoimmunity (B)
by duration of any breastfeeding (MIDIA study)

Conclusion:
breast‐feeding for 12 months or longer
predict a lower risk of progression from
islet autoimmunity to type 1 diabetes
among genetically predisposed children.

Lund‐Blix et al. Diabetes Care 2015;38:257–263

Interventions against early T1DM being evaluated
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Immunosuppression (MMF)
T‐cell modulation (Anti‐CD3, Thymoglobulin)
B‐cell modulation (Rituximab)
Co‐stimulation blockade (Abatacept)
Antigen specific therapy (Oral insulin, GAD‐Alum)
Metabolic control (CSII with CGM)
Nutritional therapy (Omega‐3‐fatty acid)
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Immune modulation and therapeutic opportunities

Roep BO, Tree TIM. Nat Rev Endocrinol 2014; 10: 229‐42
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Rituximab (MabThera/Rituxan): an anti‐CD20
monoclonal antibody
• Genetically engineered chimeric
human/murine monoclonal antibody
• Variable light‐ and heavy chain
regions from murine anti‐CD20
antibody IDEC 2B8
• Human IgGk constant regions
• First monoclonal approved for
treatment of cancer (for instance
lymphoma)
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Mechanism of action of Rituximab

Dalakas MC (2008) B cells as therapeutic targets in autoimmune neurological disorders
Nat Clin Pract Neurol 10.1038/ncpneuro0901

•
•
•
•
•
•

T1DM of recent onset, age 8 ‐ 40 yrs, n=87
Rituximab 375 mg/m2 Q week x 4 vs placebo
Endpoint 2 hour MixedMealTest C‐peptide AUC at 1 year
Rituximab PK/PD
Immunization response: hepatitis A, tetanus
Recovery of B‐cell subsets
Pescivitz MD, et al. N Engl J Med 2009;361:2143‐52
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Effects of Rituximab on C‐Peptide, HbA1c, Insulin Dose, CD19+
Cell Counts, and IgM Level
Rituximab:
Higher mean AUC for C peptide
Lower levels of HbA1c
Required less insulin.
Slower rate of decline in C‐peptide
CD19+ B lymphocytes depleted
Levels increased to 69% of baseline
values at 12 months
More adverse events, mostly gr 1 or gr 2,
after the first infusion
Reactions minimal with subsequent infusions
No increase in infections or neutropenia

Pescovitz MD et al. N Engl J Med 2009;361:2143‐52

Roep BO, Tree TIM. Nat Rev Endocrinol 2014; 10: 229‐42
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Oram RA, et al. Diabetes Care 2015;38:323‐8

Clinical characteristics of the participants

Oram RA, et al. Diabetes Care 2015;38:323‐8
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Postmeal urinary C‐peptide‐to‐creatinine ratio
(UCPCR) vs. duration of type 1 diabetes

Oram RA, et al. Diabetes Care 2015;38:323‐8

Urine C‐peptide levels vs duration of T1DM

The majority of long‐duration T1D patients have detectable urine C‐peptide levels
Whereas the majority of patients are insulin microsecretors, some maintain clinically
relevant endogenous insulin secretion for many years after diabetes diagnosis

Oram RA, et al. Diabetes Care 2015;38:323‐8
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Outstanding questions in type 1 diabetes
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Genetic risk and protection: why is risk of T1DM several fold greater in HLA‐DQ2 and
HLA‐DQ8 heterozygous individuals than those homozygous for HLA‐DQ2 or HLA‐
DQ8? Why does HLA‐DQ6 associate with dominant protection?
Why do many patients develop T1DM without apparent risk factors?
Why do most people stay healthy in spite of increased genetic risk?
MHC class I hyperexpression (even without insulitis): HLA class I hyperexpression
seems to be the first abnormality in pancreatic islets preceding insulitis
Decline in autoantibody titres before onset
The disconnect between β‐cell mass and function
Heterogeneity in patients and disease—differences in disease manifestation,
progression and responsiveness to therapeutic intervention
Heterogeneity in the tissues—‘lobularity’ of inflammatory and/or affected lesions
How do we deal with autoimmune memory?
Why do children of mothers with T1DM have less risk of T1DM than those from
fathers with T1DM?

Roep BO, Tree TIM. Nat Rev Endocrinol 2014; 10: 229‐42

The gut & type 1 diabetes
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The human microbiome
• Definitions:
 Microbiome: total of all bacteria in the intestine

• Over 100 triljoen organisms (1014)
 More than 500 different species identified
 90% of the cells in our body are bacteria !

• Our intestinal flora in integral aspect of our evolution

Hypothesis: diabetogenic factors in the food and in the
intestine need to enter the body through the intestinal wall in
order to promote the development of type 1 diabetes

No disease

Disease
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The human intestine

Tight junctions

• Tight junctions control intestinal permeability
• Their function is regulated by:





The protein zonulin
The protein MYO9B (connects tight junctions with the cytoskeleton)
Bacteria (may upregulate zonulin)
Food components like gluten (may upregulate zonulin)
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The BB‐W diabetes‐prone rat model

Induction phase

birth

14 days

21 days

Effector phase

50 days
Sero‐conversion:
autoantibodies
against islet cells

70 days: 80‐90% diabetes
Insulitis , high BG,
weight loss, polyuria

Intestinal bacterial flora & type 1 diabetes in rats
•
•
•

Diabetes‐prone BB‐W rats do not develop diabetes, when there are only few
Bacteroides bacteria in their gut
This can be achieved by specific diets (hydrolyzed casein diet) or by antibiotic
therapy
Transfer of Lactobacillus Johnsonii of diabetes resistant rats into diabetes‐prone
rats protects against diabetes

Antibiotics + HC‐diet
Antibiotics
HC‐diet
Control

Brugman et al, Diabetologia 2006; Valladares et al, Plos One 2010,
Visser et al, DMRR 2012
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People with T1DM have high intestinal permeability

Lactulose Mannitol test

Fasano et al., Diabetes 2006; Bosi et al., Diabetologia 2006

Intestinal bacteria and human type 1 diabetes
T1D patients have abnormal bacterial content before onset of disease:
Bacteroidetes ↑ en Firmicutes ↓

Giongo et al., ISME journal, 2011
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A new view on nutrition, the microbiome, the
intestinal barrier and type 1 diabetes

Visser et al., Ann NY Acad Sci 2009
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